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REQUIRED FORM FOR GRADES 6-8 
UNITEEN HEART AGREEMENT♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Ver: 0224 

Event: GLR SPRING YOUTH RETREAT, Elkhorn, WI Event Date(s): Apr. 26-28, 2024  

Because the purpose of the retreat is to develop a stronger connection with God and 
learn how to apply Truth principles in my life, I make this agreement between myself and 
all others at the event:  

1. I agree to look for the highest good in all, and to fully participate with the group 
in all scheduled activities bringing with me a positive and loving attitude.  

2. I will support and show respect to my fellow Uniteens, my leaders and myself. I 
agree: 

a. to listen when others are talking  
b. to practice centering during meditation and prayer or at least remain 

quiet so others may focus 
c. not to take part in put downs, pranks or judgments of others or myself  
d. to do my best not to offend others with my language, jokes or music  
e. not to play any music or use other noise-making devices except during free 

time or at bedtime WITH HEADPHONES so long as it does not disturb anyone 
else. 

2. I understand the cell phones and other personal electronic devices must be left at 
home or turned in to the sponsor/leader from my church for the entire event. Event 
leaders will make necessary calls in case of an emergency occur. Parents/guardians 
can contact the youth by calling their sponsor or the emergency contact number for 
the event.  

3. I agree to respect the facilities, vehicles, equipment, environment and everyone’s 
personal belongings.  

4. I agree to follow directions and remain in designated areas unless authorized for 
special leave by a leader. Specifically, I agree:  

-  to attend ALL scheduled activities and be on time for them, not returning to my 
cabin except when   allowed to do so on the schedule or with an adult leader.  

- not to enter the cabins of those of other genders than mine, nor any areas marked 
out-of-bounds  

- to honor quiet time and lights out   
- to get a good night’s sleep and allow others to do as well  

5. I agree to seek “natural highs” only, and will abstain from using alcohol, tobacco, 
marijuana and illegal drugs.  

6. I agree to refrain from aggressive roughhousing, fighting and other inappropriate 
physical contact.   

7. I agree to refrain from romantic or intimate behavior during the event.  
8. If I show that I do not understand what appropriate behavior is in this group setting, I will 

respect the authority of leaders to lay out more specific guidelines for me or remove me 
from the group until I am able to honor all agreements. I understand that if I continue to 
behave inappropriately, I may be sent home at my parent/guardian’s expense. 

 
  
  
 


